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HEANEY, Seamus. *Death of a Naturalist.* New York: Oxford University Press 1966. First American edition. Discreet ex-library copy with pocket removed from rear fly, but no other markings, small owner's name and some dampstaining on the front fly, only good in a good only dustwrapper exhibiting some light but pervasive dampstaining. Author's first commercially published book. #99291 ....................................................... $450

HEANEY, Seamus and John Montague. *[Vinyl record]: The Northern Muse.* London: Ceirníní Cladaig / Claddagh Records 1968. First edition. Original 33 1/3 rpm vinyl album, illustrated sleeve by Barrie Cooke with a note from each author. Lightly bumped and rubbed near fine plus. #323511 ........... $150


*Seamus Heaney.* Copenhagen: Dansmarks Radio/Skoleradioen (1977). First edition. Fine in wrappers. First part of the book is the script of a radio interview from November 22, 1977 in Denmark. The second part develops and complements the themes outlined in the first half. #312552 ............................... $100
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